
WITH MINIMAL SALT
I love it!

At last!

When using a swimming pool, a child can 
consume one litre of water on average 
per day. If a traditional salt chlorinator 
is being used, this amount of salty water 
is harmful to their health! Chlor’in is the 
solution to this problem.

“The water was so 
clean and fresh that I 
felt like I was swimming 
in a river, while I didn’t 
have to worry about  
the treatment process”

“Easy installation  
and puts a stop  
to all corrosion”

Karine
A CHLOR’IN User, France

Jean-Pierre
A CHLOR’IN Fitter, France

HEALTHY 
SWIMMING

Providing your pool  
with safe and  
fresh water

Eco-friendly

The CHLOR’IN natural chlorine  
production system using electrolysis

Most people want a modern swimming pool  
to provide them with a safe water experience,  
while avoiding the need to clean the water  
without harming the environment.

The CHLOR’IN system does just this.

A technology suited to all  
swimming pools.
Having been exclusive to industrial settings  
until now, our CHLOR’IN system can now  
be used with domestic swimming pools.

An easy-to-setup, powerful treatment unit  
that uses no chemicals.

Enjoy disinfected water, with no 
traditional chemicals and a pure 
water sensation that protects those 
with sensitive skin.

Clean water that is ready to 
rejoin the natural water cycle. 
A complete environmentally-
friendly solution.

SUITABLE FOR 
ALL SWIMMING 
POOLS
The CHLOR’IN system replaces  
the use of a traditional salt  
chlorinator except the treated  
water is salt-free, non-corrosive,  
and completely safe whatever  
the swimming pool size.

THE SALT CHLORINATOR 
THAT USES THE LEAST
SALT IN THE WORLD

MANUFACTURED
IN FRANCE

A revolutionary 
swimming pool 
treatment solution

www.chlor-in.com

Manufactured by MP Technic



A REVOLUTIONARY
SWIMMING POOL TREATMENT SOLUTION

INSTANT  
PRODUCTION OF 
NATURAL  
CHLORINE

SMART CONTROL

Developed for ease-of-use of 
the CHLOR’IN system. A control 
unit allows you to operate and 
monitor the treatment process,  
with features such as:

Recorded running times

Information on polarity changes

Alerts, diagnostics and a user guide

Adjustable production settings

Automatic or override mode

The CHLOR’IN patent has been 
filed and approved in the 
biggest industrial countries.

* Average annual salt consumption for a 100m3 swimming pool

Safe Low cost Eco-friendly

A real green solution

EASY  
INSTALLATION 
for all pool types  
without the need  
to modify the  
existing set-up.

A unique,  
patented  
concept

Reduction in transport  
and product storage costs

The CHLOR’IN salt chlorinator  
breaks down the salt  
molecule (NaCL) to produce  
natural chlorine in gas form. 
The resulting gas travels  
towards the water flow  
without mixing with salt.

The water is then chlorinated,  
without any traditional  
chemicals being added.

The salt chlorinator 
with minimal salt 

in the water

10 times  
less salt used

35 kg/ year*500 kg
/ year

CHLOR’IN

Traditional salt 
chlorinator

A hassle-free,  
eco-friendly  

treatment solution

Eliminate germs
and bacteria

Whether it is the pool’s ladder,  
pump, robot, cover or edges,  
unlike a traditional salt 
chlorinator, the treatment 
provided by the CHLOR’IN system 
does not harm equipment but 
helps to protect facilities.

Eliminate all salt-related 
corrosion issues

COMBINED REGULATION
(OPTION)
With an ongoing focus on simplicity, the 
Chlor’in system is designed to operate 
with a Redox system and pH regulator.

The Chlor’in system is also compatible 
with most devices on the market. pH

unit
Redox

unit
pH + Redox

unit

Chlorinated 
water exit

Non-treated 
water 
entrance


